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Linda Chen Olsen Fits Windermere to a Tee
Palm Desert (Calif.) – June 16, 2012 – Windermere Real Estate welcomes Linda Chen
Olsen to its La Quinta office at 47-250 Washington Street, La Quinta. Linda, whose real
estate career spans over a decade in the Coachella Valley market, brings a most
impressive insight to her desert clients, especially those who recognize and appreciate
the area's presence and influence in the world of golf. Linda, a resident of PGA West for
more than 25 years (and a full-time resident for nearly 15 of those years), has been an
active golf member from the start. Her dedication and hard work have served her well,
leading to her record 15 awards as Ladies Club Champion. Numerous other
professional titles include California State Women's Champion, and three years on
professional golf tour in Asia and the United States. Today, she applies her
considerably energetic approach in service to her real estate buyers and sellers.
Specializing in PGA West and other luxury gated communities across the Coachella
Valley, Linda's clients appreciate not only her intrinsic knowledge of the desert's higher
end communities but her ability to communicate clearly with clients who may not be fully
conversant with the Coachella Valley's complex and varied real estate market. Nurtured
by her extensive international travels, Linda speaks fluent Taiwanese, Mandarin, and
even some Japanese, language skills much appreciated by her international clients
interested in becoming a part of the desert's vibrant multifaceted lifestyle. “Linda
certainly represents the finest in today's Windermere Realtor®,” says Bob Deville, coowner, Windermere Southern California. “At Windermere, we recognize the huge range
of features and opportunities that attract buyers to the desert. Not only has Linda built a
legendary name for herself in the world of golf; she is able to apply that drive and
dedication to her real estate clients. They clearly appreciate what she offers.” To learn
more about Linda Chen Olsen and Windermere Southern California, visit
www.WindermereSoCal.com.

